Abstract-Sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) has emerged as a fast and competitive method to perform sparse processing. The SBL algorithm, which is developed using a Bayesian framework, approximately solves a non-convex optimization problem using fixed point updates. It provides comparable performance and is significantly faster than convex optimization techniques used in sparse processing. In this paper we propose signal model which accounts for dictionary mismatch and the presence of spurious peaks at low signal-to-noise ratios. As an extension of SBL, modified fixed point update equation is derived which incorporates the statistics of mismatch and spurious peaks. We also extend the SBL algorithm to process multi-frequency observations. The derived update equations are studied quantitatively using beamforming simulations applied to direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation. Performance of SBL using single frequency and multi-frequency observations, and in the presence of aliasing is evaluated. Data collected from the SwellEx-96 experiment is used to demonstrate qualitatively the advantages of SBL.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Compressed sensing or sparse processing is the process of estimating sparse vectors using significantly fewer measurements. Mathematically, this corresponds to solving an underdetermined system of linear equations under the constraint that the solution is sparse. The exact solution has combinatorial complexity which is impractical to solve for high dimensional problems. The most popular, approximate and computationally feasible, sparse processing method is basis pursuit [1] implemented using the LASSO [2] algorithm. Basis pursuit relaxes the sparsity criteria and the solution is given by solving a convex optimization problem. Though feasible, solving the optimization problem for high dimensions is still computationally slow. One of the faster alternatives is the matching pursuit algorithm [3] . But matching pursuit is a greedy approach and can lead to suboptimal support detection. Another alternative which is not greedy and is significantly faster than basis pursuit is sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [4] - [10] .
In SBL, the sparse weight vector in the underdetermined system of linear equations is treated as a random vector with Gaussian prior. Explicit sparsity constraints are not imposed on the weight vectors. Unlike traditional prior models, the parameters of the Gaussian prior are assumed unknown and are estimated by performing evidence (i.e. data likelihood) maximization. The objective function for performing evidence maximization is non-convex and an approximate solution is obtained by formulating a fixed point update equation. The solution at convergence gives a parameter estimate which is sparse and hence the weight vectors are also sparse.
A significant advantage of SBL over basis pursuit is that it can determine automatically the sparsity without any user input. Being a probabilistic approach, SBL computes the posterior distribution of the sparse weight vectors and hence provides estimates of their covariance along with the mean. Computationally, SBL can significantly outperform LASSO [10] .
Most of the existing literature on sparse processing assumes that the sensing matrix or dictionary is deterministic and completely known. This is not feasible in many practical applications, some of which include beamforming [11] , [12] and matched-field processing [13] , [14] . Also, at low signalto-noise ratio (SNR), the identified solution can contain many false or spurious entries not present in the true sparse solution. These false entries often mask true sparse entries and introduce errors in parameter estimation.
The three main contributions of this work are the following: 1) Multi-frequency multi-snapshot SBL: We derive an SBL algorithm for multiple snapshots using a fixed-point update [10] . This gives unbiased noise estimates and has better convergence properties especially for high SNR [10] . We then consider multi-frequency observations, which are combined assuming either constant or varying power across frequency. Combining multiple frequencies within SBL provides a processing gain especially at low SNR and reduces aliasing when the signal is insufficiently sampled spatially.
2) Modifications to SBL:
We propose modifications to SBL to address sensing matrix mismatch and to reduce spurious errors in the weight vector which occur in presence of noise. The linear-Gaussian signal model is modified and transformed into a linear non-Gaussian model. We make approximations so that the model remains linear-Gaussian and hence the regular SBL methodology can be applied. We focus on statistical modeling and integrating out of the error parameters rather than their estimation. This approach has the advantage that a large class of errors can be modeled and the resulting algorithm has a simple formulation.
3) Simulations and real data analysis: The proposed algorithms are demonstrated and verified using beamforming simulations for estimating direction-of-arrivals (DoA) of multiple plane waves. Data from the SwellEx-96 experiment demonstrates application to real data and its ability to reduce arXiv:1704.00436v1 [stat.AP] 3 Apr 2017 aliasing when processing multiple frequencies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A detailed review of related literature is provided in Section I-A. The signal model along with assumptions on priors and likelihoods are discussed in Section II. The modified SBL algorithm is derived in Section III along with its multifrequency extension. The derived algorithms are studied using simulations and real data in Section IV. Conclusions are provided in Section V.
A. Related literature SBL was first introduced by Tipping [4] for regression and classification problems in the context of machine learning. It has been used since in the signal processing literature [5] , [7] with various modifications and extensions [6] , [8] , [9] .
Since SBL does not explicitly impose any sparsity constraints but is able to determine sparsity automatically, various explanations have been discussed. It is argued in [15] , [16] that the SBL solution can be obtained by solving an iterated reweighted LASSO problem and hence sparsity can be expected. In [17] it is shown that under certain conditions on the sensing matrix, SBL can identify sparse solutions without any explicit sparsity constraints. Cramer-Rao bounds for SBL solution are discussed in [18] . Various sparse signal recovery solutions including LASSO and SBL are unified within the Bayesian framework in [19] . We also make note of approximate message passing based algorithms in [20] and [21] , which also utilize a Bayesian framework, to solve the underdetermined linear problem.
Beamforming can be used to estimate the DoAs of multiple plane waves from sensor array observations. By formulating beamforming as an underdetermined linear problem, compressed sensing has been applied to estimate DoAs in [11] , [12] , [22] . The problem of mismatch and robustness of traditional beamforming algorithms has been studied extensively [23] - [27] .
Perturbations and mismatch also have been addressed in compressed sensing literature for basis pursuit [13] , [28] , [29] , matching pursuit [30] , and approximate message passing [31] . For SBL, beamforming in the presence of array imperfections is addressed in [32] , [33] . Robustness of SBL to outliers in image processing application is studied in [34] .
B. Notations
We briefly explain the mathematical notations used throughout this paper. Scalar quantities are denoted by lowercase letters. Lowercase bold alphabets denote vectors and uppercase bold alphabets denote matrices. A vector or matrix of all zeros is denoted by 0 where appropriate dimensions are assumed. Similarly a vector or matrix of all ones is denoted by 1. An identity matrix of dimension N × N is denoted I N . The notation M H denotes the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) operation performed on a complex valued matrix M. The transpose operation on M is denoted M T . The field of complex numbers is denoted C.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, we discuss the signal model used in SBL and the assumptions made in this paper. Let y ∈ C N be the complex signal which is expressed as
where the noise n ∈ C N is zero mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (Appendix A) with covariance matrix σ 2 I N ; I N is an N × N identity matrix; A ∈ C N ×M is the sensing matrix; x ∈ C M is the weight vector. In sparse problem formulations, x is assumed sparse with at most K nonzero entries where K≪M . Sparsity level K is not required explicitly or modeled by SBL. The vector x acts as a selection operator identifying columns of A that best explain the signal y. We assume A has the maximal column rank N .
Error in sensing matrix: Often A is assumed known. This does not hold when there is uncertainty in the model or parameters used to construct A. For example, in plane wave beamforming entries of A depend on array positions and signal speed of propagation. These parameters may be uncertain or can change over time. To account for perturbations we express
where A o is known and A e is a random perturbation matrix. The perturbation (2) has been studied in [13] , [27] - [30] , [35] . In the context of beamforming, sensing matrix perturbations have been studied in [24] , [32] . An example where multiplicative noise gives rise to such perturbations in the sensing matrix is discussed in Appendix C. Though the component A e is random and unknown, its statistics are known. The prior model for A e is discussed in Section II-A.
Error in weights:
We assume x consists of two components
where the first component x o is sparse and the second component x e may be sparse. The component x e accounts for spurious or false peaks arising due to noise or modeling mismatch. Here both x o and x e are random and their prior models are discussed in Section II-A.
The vector x o consists of complex amplitudes of the true sources (which is sparse when there are few sources). The vector x e is composed of the spurious peaks in x due to noise or modeling mismatch. Likely x e is sparse but we cannot uniquely distinguish the support of x e from that of x o . Also, given that the source locations are stationary, the support of x e might vary because the noise realization changes over time. To overcome this limitation we assume that the statistics of x e is known without knowledge of its support. Modified signal model: Including the perturbed quantities from (2) and (3), the signal model (1) is modified as
where the first and the last terms on right hand side are the regular linear model in SBL. 
See Appendix A for definition of the complex Gaussian density function. The covariance Γ is unknown and estimated by SBL.
We assume the error terms x e and A e are stochastic and define statistics over them. These statistics easily integrate all possible error realizations while computing evidence and allows us to study their effect on average. An alternate approach could be to estimate x e and A e from data but that would significantly increase the dimensionality of the problem. Hence we do not pursue this approach.
Prior model for x
e : The term x e was introduced to account for false peaks. We model x e to have zero mean and covariance matrix Γ e , the relation matrix is assumed zero. The covariance matrix Γ e is diagonal and known, Γ e = diag(γ e ). It quantifies the prior knowledge of errors in x. We can choose γ e empirically based on the specific application. The term x e establishes a noise floor for x and helps in strengthening weaker peaks (see simulations in Section IV). In this sense it is similar to the concept of stochastic resonance [36] , [37] where adding noise into a non-linear system improves its detection performance. 
Prior model for
(Note: Here we have relaxed the Gaussian and zero-mean assumption on A e . The second moment Σ e m contains both covariance and mean information.)
In [13] the perturbation vectors a e m are assumed stochastic and an elastic net regression is formulated by averaging out the perturbations. The perturbations are assumed to be complex Gaussian random vectors in [27] . Parametric modeling of the perturbations a e m is considered in [32] for plane wave beamforming. The parameters are estimated within the iterative framework of SBL but only specific perturbations are considered and cannot be generalized to include a broader class of errors.
B. Likelihood
Combining all the "noise" terms together gives
where
Here η can be considered as the modified noise term which depends on
e , and n. Since n is Gaussian, given the total weight vector x = x o + x e and the total sensing matrix A = A o + A e , the likelihood function for the model in (5) and (8) is
The modified noise η is not Gaussian since η is composed of terms A e and x e whose densities are not known in general (from the prior models in Section II-A). To move forward within the SBL framework, we approximate η to be Gaussian. Note that a Gaussian assumption on the variables A e and x e will still not simplify the distribution of η as the terms
and A e x e will involve products of Gaussian random variables which do not have simplified closed form distributions.
Approximate likelihood: To simplify the likelihood model, we compute the mean and covariance of η: 
We have used the mutual independence of x o , x e , A e , and n in above simplification. While computing the covariance of η, the error terms x e and A e are integrated out and the covariance matrix Σ η depends on their statistics γ e , Σ e m along with γ and σ 2 . This integration circumvents the need to explicitly estimate the unknowns x e and A e . For analytical simplification, we approximate the density of η to be Gaussian with mean zero and covariance Σ η
To justify this approximation expand the modified noise as: (8) is approximately
Note that once the modified noise η is approximated as Gaussian, we treat η and x o as independent (which is not necessarily true from the expression for η which depends on x o ). This assumption is necessary to evaluate analytically the evidence in Section III-A.
C. Multiple snapshots
To increase the SNR, we process multiple observations (snapshots) simultaneously.
denote L consecutive snapshots arranged column wise in a matrix. The multi snapshot analogue of (1) is
The error terms A e , x e , and the noise n are assumed independent across snapshots. The multi snapshot likelihood is
where single snapshot likelihood
D. Multiple frequencies (wideband)
To improve estimation accuracy, multiple frequencies are processed together. Let the observation vectors recorded at F frequencies be denoted by Y 1 . . . Y F with the corresponding sparse weight vectors
where A are assumed mutually independent and also are mutually independent across frequencies. The multi frequency likelihood then is given by
is given by (18) . We have two possibilities for the joint prior over X o 1∶F : Multi-frequency-1 (MF-1): In this model, the prior diagonal covariance matrix Γ f depends on frequency:
This model is appropriate when the variance of a source at different frequencies can be different and has been used in [38] . Multi-frequency-2 (MF-2): This model assumes the prior for all frequencies is governed by the same statistical distribution:
where Γ is a diagonal covariance matrix. Assuming Γ is sparse, this imposes identical sparsity constraints and variances on all of the vectors
This assumption of common covariance matrix has been used in [9] .
III. SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING

A. Evidence
In the SBL framework [4] , [6] , the prior parameter Γ is assumed unknown and estimated using the observed signal Y. It is estimated by maximizing the evidence (also called type-II maximum likelihood). We first consider the single frequency case. The evidence p(Y) is obtained by averaging over all realizations of
Note that Σ y contains both the parameters σ 2 and Γ. Ignoring the terms independent of σ 2 and Γ, the log evidence is
where Tr() denotes the trace of a matrix.
B. Fixed point update
The estimateΓ maximizes the evidencê
One approach to solve this problem is using the EM algorithm [39] but the resulting update equations have slow convergence [4] , [6] . We perform differentiation of the objective function (28) to obtain a local minima. We have the following derivative relations for Σ y
Differentiating (28) with respect to the mth diagonal element
Equating the derivative of the objective function to zero
where we introduced γ m terms to obtain an iterative update equation. Since the fixed point update is not unique the exponent term b is introduced to include a broad range of update rules. Different update equations introduced in the literature can be obtained using different values of b. The update is then
where S y is the sample covariance matrix S y =
Remark: There are multiple ways to formulate a fixed point update equation. Our formulation is inspired by some of the equations used in the literature [4] , [6] , [10] 
C. Multi-frequency SBL
We have two multi-frequency update rules based on the priors for X 1∶F in either (21) or (22) .
1) Multi-frequency -1 (SBL MF-1): With the prior (21), the likelihood (20) , and the independence assumptions, the joint evidence
Since the different frequency components are decoupled, maximizing this joint evidence is the same as maximizing the evidence for each frequency individually. Thus the update rule for frequency f is
We combine the prior covariance of individual frequencies to enforce a common sparsity profile as follows
This multi-frequency formulation was originally derived in [38] but may be less accurate as a common sparsity profile across multiple frequencies is not fully enforced.
2) Multi-frequency -2 (SBL MF-2): With the prior (22) , the likelihood (20) , and the independence assumptions, the joint evidence
Taking the logarithm and ignoring constant terms we have
To estimateΓ we maximize the joint evidence:
= arg min
To obtain a minimum of this objective function, we differentiate as before. Applying the derivative results as before and equating the derivative to zero we have
In this multi-frequency formulation, a unified update rule is obtained which combines all the frequency observations together. The single frequency update rule (34) is obtained when only one frequency is present by substituting F = 1. A similar approach of using common covariance matrix at different frequencies is adapted in [9] but the obtained multifrequency update rule is different.
D. Special cases
It is useful to consider some of the special cases of the generalized model in (8) . Specifically we are interested in cases when either x e = 0 or A e = 0. When x e = 0 gives
which we refer to as SBL-1. Alternately, when A e = 0 we get
which we refer to as SBL-2. When both x e = 0 and A e = 0 we get the regular SBL [4] , [6] . Both SBL-1 and SBL-2 can be combined with the two multi-frequency formulations MF-1 and MF-2.
E. Noise estimate
Similar to the update rule for γ m , we can develop an update equation for σ 2 by computing the derivative of the evidence with respect to σ 2 . But the resulting update equation is not useful [6] , [9] , [10] , possibly because of the identifiability issue [6] . Hence we use traditional method to estimate σ 2 . Let A M denote the matrix formed by K columns of A indexed by M, where the set M indicates the location of non-zero entries of x with cardinality M = K. We can estimate M using γ through thresholding and peak picking. The noise variance estimate for frequency f is then
where A + M denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the matrix A M . This noise estimate has been used in [9] , [10] , [40] . Note that the noise level at each frequency can be different whereas in [9] noise is assumed the same for all frequencies.
F. Posterior
Applying Bayes rule the posterior for X is expressed as
Since the prior is a Gaussian, the likelihood is approximated to be Gaussian, and the snapshots are independent, the posterior is approximately Gaussian with density given by
The posterior mean µ l provides an estimate of the amplitude and phase of the weight vector at the lth snapshot and also is sparse. The posterior covariance matrix Σ x provides an estimate of uncertainty in the weights.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
A. SBL implementation
This section discusses the algorithmic implementation of the SBL update rules developed in Section III. A pseudocode of the SBL MF-2 algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. A similar algorithm can be obtained for SBL MF-1 by replacing (43) with (36)- (37) . In either case, single frequency algorithm is obtained by setting F = 1. The special cases of SBL-1 and SBL-2 discussed in Section III-D are obtained by setting Γ e = 0 and Σ e m = 0 respectively. Parameters and N t determine the error convergence criteria and the maximum number of iterations, respectively. We set the power exponent in the update rule (43) as b = 1 which empirically shows stable convergence properties. A higher value of b might lead to faster rate of convergence but could potentially suffer from poor convergence solution or oscillatory behavior.
The inputs to the algorithm are the sample covariance matrix S y f and the sensing matrix A Section III-C, in which case there is an additional loop over the frequency variable (not shown here). The γ m variables are updated using the update rule (43) . Appropriate number (K) of peaks and their locations are identified from current estimate of γ and used to construct A M . Then the frequency dependent noise estimate is obtained from (46) . Though we assume K to be known for estimatingσ 2 , this can be avoided by using model order identification methods [9] to first estimateK and then estimateσ 2 . γ m update ∀m using (43) 7:σ 2 f estimate ∀f using (46) 8: 
Algorithm 1
This simplifies the number of free tuning parameters in our algorithm and allows for a systematic study of them. The use of constant values φ e and γ e is justified when all the mismatch and errors are expected to have similar statistics. The actual values of φ e and γ e ideally would depend on the SNR and application of interest. In this paper, we first explore a range of tuning parameter values and keep the ones which give the 'best' performance.
B. Beamforming
We use beamforming simulations to demonstrate the proposed SBL algorithms. In plane wave beamforming, the observed signal model is a linear combination of plane waves from different angles. Since the number of sources (arrival angles) is small, finely dividing the angle space results in a vector x of complex amplitudes which is sparse. SBL is used to recover the arrival angles of the plane waves and their complex amplitudes.
For a narrow band signal of wavelength λ and uniform sensor array separation of d, the sensing matrix columns for beamforming are . L = 30 snapshots are processed. A comparison of the different processing methods is provided in Figure 1 . The SBL method is compared with traditional DoA estimation methods such as conventional beamformer (CBF), minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR), and MUSIC. For a brief review of these methods see [10] . The average root mean square error (RMSE) and SNR are computed as . For traditional DoA methods, the estimated source angles are chosen to be the top K peak locations in the angular power spectrum while for SBL they are chosen to be the top K peak locations of γ. 
= 0). SBL outperforms the other methods of CBF, MVDR and MUSIC. The performance of these algorithms for a range of φ e and γ e is shown in Figure 2 . Specifically for SBL-1, φ e ∈ [0, 0.05] and for SBL-2, γ e ∈ [0, 2]. As the value of φ e and γ e is increased the performance of SBL first improves and later starts to degrade. The lowest error is roughly achieved when φ e = 0.03 and γ e = 1.2. Avg. In regular SBL, many false/spurious peaks also are present since the SNR is low. The strongest peak is split into two peaks as seen in Figure 3 . These false/spurious peaks compete with the weaker peak and represent errors in x. Modifications to the SBL i.e. SBL-1 (φ e = 0.03) and SBL-2 (γ e = 1.2) result in improved performance. The number of false peaks are considerably reduced and there is no splitting of the strongest peak. The SBL-1 has a drawback in that along with reduced false peaks, it reduces the magnitude of the true peaks. This effect is smaller with SBL-2. The modified SBL algorithms work better than performing a thresholding operation on SBL. The spurious peaks are suppressed significantly without compromising on the strength of the weaker peak at −20 ○ .
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C. Multi-frequency analysis
Significant performance gain can be obtained by processing multiple frequencies simultaneously. We consider the beamforming example from previous section with three sources located at angles [−20, −15, 75] ○ and power [10, 22, 20 ] dB respectively, L = 30. The algorithm SBL-2 MF-2 is used in the simulations. In multi-frequency simulations, same source power is simulated at all the frequencies which is the assumption of MF-2 formulation.
The multi-frequency gain can be seen from single and multi-frequency RMSE versus SNR plots in Figure 4 . The frequencies for F = 1, 2, 4 are {F 0 }, {F 0 , 2F 0 }, and {F 0 , 2F 0 , 3F 0 , 4F 0 } respectively. To avoid aliasing effects, as the number of frequencies is increased, a sensor separation of
is maintained where λ min is the smallest wavelength when processing multi-frequency data. Since the number of sensors is kept constant at N = 20, the relative aperture sizes are in the ratio 4 ∶ 2 ∶ 1. We observe that as more frequencies are used there is reduction in angle localization error for regular SBL (γ e = 0). Additionally, using the SBL-2 with γ e = 0.8 further reduces the RMSE. 
D. Effect of aliasing on SBL
An interesting analysis of SBL is possible while processing multiple frequencies and some or all of which experience aliasing. A discussion on aliasing suppression for wide band signals using compressive processing is provided in [41] . A large array aperture and hence a large sensor array spacing is desirable to obtain higher resolution. A drawback of large array spacing is that it limits the highest frequency that can be processed without encountering aliasing 1 . This drawback partially can be overcome by multi frequency SBL. Based on the first formulation in Section III-C, a common sparsity profile is imposed on all the frequencies. Since the aliasing location differs for each frequency, the aliased peaks are suppressed by jointly processing multi-frequency observations. there is one main lobe for each angle. When the spacing is doubled, i.e. d = λ, grating (side) lobes of significant strength appear which cause aliasing. SBL (and its proposed variants SBL-1 and SBL-2) cannot avoid aliasing when a single frequency is present. Let f 1 and f 2 = 2f 1 be two frequencies of interest with wavelengths λ 1 and λ 2 . Figure 6a shows effect of aliasing when each of these frequencies are processed independently. Histogram of top three peak locations obtained from γ are plotted. True source locations indicated by red circles. Aliasing is absent in Figure 6a (top) as sensor spacing is half a wavelength. Doubling the signal frequency with the same sensor spacing (bottom), gives aliased peaks (location of aliased peak is indicated by black cross markers). Higher frequency gives higher resolution but at the cost of additional aliased peaks.
Processing frequencies f 1 and f 2 simultaneously using SBL MF-2 gives histograms of the top three peaks as shown in Figure 6b . In top plot there is no aliasing present as sensor spacing is half of the smallest wavelength. Doubling the sensor spacing increase the aperture and resolution but introduce aliasing for frequency f 2 . Since SBL enforces common sparsity across the frequencies the aliased peaks are suppressed, Figure 6b (bottom).
This behavior of SBL in presence of aliasing is qualified in the RMSE vs SNR plots in Figure 7 . Three curves are shown corresponding to single frequency (f 1 ) without aliasing, two frequencies (f 1 and f 2 ) without aliasing, and two frequencies (f 1 and f 2 ) with one frequency (f 2 ) aliased. The error is lower in presence of aliasing because of improved resolution (due to larger aperture) and aliasing suppression by multi-frequency SBL processing. The error is further reduced by using SBL-2 analysis with γ e = 1.2.
E. Real data analysis
The high-resolution performance of SBL is compared with CBF and is validated with experimental data in a complex multi-path, shallow-water environment.
The data set is taken from the shallow water evaluation cell experiment 1996 (SWellEx-96) Event S5 [14] Both the full array (63 elements) and a subset (21 elements) are used for processing. We refer to the full array and its subset as Array-1 and Array-2 respectively. The Array-2 is obtained by including every third element from Array-1 (Array-1 spacing ). By design, Array-1 suffers no aliasing in the frequency range of interest whereas Array-2 suffers aliasing for frequencies above 133 Hz.
Single frequency (388 Hz) data is processed using both Array-1 and Array-2. Figure 8a shows CBF output power and γ for SBL as the source moves over time. Array-1 processing does not suffer from aliasing (Figure 8a , left) and multi path arrivals can be seen. SBL provides finer angular resolution than CBF. Significant aliasing (Figure 8a, right) is present in both the SBL and CBF outputs when Array-2 is used. This aliasing is because of insufficient spacial sampling. Significant energy is redistributed into aliased locations.
Combining three frequencies (166, 283, and 388 Hz) and processing them using Array-1 and Array-2 is shown in Figure 8b . The SBL MF-2 is used which imposes identical sparsity constraints at all frequencies. Neither SBL nor CBF show aliasing when Array-1 (Figure 8b , left) data is processed. For Array-2 (Figure 8b, right) , CBF exhibits aliasing since the surfaces are averaged across frequencies. The relatively steep true arrivals around ±20
○ can easily get masked by the aliased arrivals causing DoA estimation errors. SBL shows no aliasing with Array-2 as the multi-frequency data is (semi-)coherently processed enforcing common sparsity across frequencies. The multi path structure is preserved but in general there are slightly fewer peaks identified when processing Array-2 because of the reduced array gain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the sparse Bayesian learning algorithm for compressed sensing and propose improvements and extensions of it. Specifically, we modified the signal model to include errors in the sensing matrix and weights as part of the linear signal model. The resulting non-Gaussian model was approximated as Gaussian by computing the first and second order statistics and the modified SBL update rule was developed. Extensions of SBL to process multiple frequencies also are proposed. Simulations and real data are used to demonstrate the advantage of multi-frequency SBL to obtain processing gain and to avoid aliasing.
APPENDIX A COMPLEX GAUSSIAN
In this paper we only consider circularly symmetric complex Gaussian densities. The mean is assumed to be non-zero in general hence the point of circular symmetry is the mean instead of the origin. If a k dimensional complex valued random vector x has a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian density given by CN (x; µ, Σ) then its density is given by
where Σ is a Hermitian and non-negative definite matrix. From circular symmetry
APPENDIX B GAUSSIAN IDENTITIES Let x ∈ C M and y ∈ C N be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random vectors and let A ∈ C N ×M be a deterministic 
Integrating the above with respect to x we get the identity 
APPENDIX C MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE Perturbations in the sensing matrix can arise from multiplicative noise [42] - [44] 
where A o is a deterministic matrix, and A e represents the multiplicative error in A. The notation ○ denotes the SchurHadamard product of two matrices of same dimensions, i.e. the element-wise product of matrices given by
A first order expansion of the above multiplicative model can be written as
The model in (66) has been studied in [42] - [44] and the model in (67) has been studied in [27] - [30] , [45] , [46] . 
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